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Creating Zionist Teen Activists

To learn how you can make an impact, visit ClubZ.org/donate or contact Ella Shteingart, 
Chief Development and Partnership O�cer, at ella@clubz.org or 917-444-0629.

Club Z is a federally tax-exempt 501(c) 3 organization. Your donation is tax deductible to the full legal extent.

“I am deeply grateful for the incredible education, advocacy training, 
and Jewish social network that my two sons have received through 
Club Z. Quite simply, Club Z is leading boldly and innovating in 
profoundly critical ways. At a time when antisemitism and 
anti-Zionism are at unprecedented levels in the US, Club Z provides 
not only the knowledge and facts that young people desperately 
need, but also the tools to activate this knowledge. 
– Laura Leibman, Club Z Parent

Club Z Westchester teens organize 
counterprotest, Rhinebeck, NY, April 2023

“Every Club Z alumni that come to us has just been so prepared, so 
educated, that we’ve been able to do so much more in supporting 
them. It’s incredible to work with an organization that works hand in 
hand, and we couldn’t ask for a better partner in really making 
headway in the fight against misinformation and anti-Zionism 
propaganda on campus.” – Douglas Sandoval, CAMERA on Campus

Club Z alumni protesting “Israel Apartheid Week” 
at UC Berkeley, March 2023

“We are not Jews with trembling knees. We outlived the Philistines, 
the Byzantines, the Nazis and the Soviet Union. And there is no 
doubt that we will outlive Hamas and Hezbollah. We have the right 
to defend ourselves. To be a Jew is to be a Zionist. It’s as simple as 
that.” – Miya Z., Club Z Teen

Club Z LA teen Miya Z., November 2023

Club Z has been training and empowering teens to fight antisemitism, lies 
and misinformation in high schools and on college campuses since 2011. 


